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Abstract

EVE Online is a massively-multiplayer online game with complex interactions between
players and their unique, virtual environment. These relationships are the ongoing results of a
conflict-driven economy, but they vary both in duration and by location.
This study attempts to quantify the direct effects of movement and indirect effects of
conflict upon economic activity in the form of currency creation and delineate how successfully
these relationships can be quantified by narrower time-spans and areas. Results of the
mediation models used in this exploration indicate the changing relationship between movement
(Ship Jumps), conflict (Ship Kills), and currency creation (Faction Kills) is measurable, but they
demonstrate the difficulty in assessing the effects in smaller time-spans.
The success and difficulty of this study in attaining more granular results reinforces the
value of longitudinal statistics to model in-game relationships for successful, long-term game
analysis and development.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

EVE Online is a difficult game to play, a difficult subject to explain, and a difficult
landscape to study. As a player of the game, I amusedly embrace one of its nickname’s,
‘spreadsheets in space’, and empathize with a graphic well-known to the EVE community about
the game’s learning curve.

Figure 1-1 - The learning curve of EVE Online (Shailagh 2017)
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EVE is a constructed landscape in more ways than one. Nearly everything in the game
is made by players. Players mine asteroids to refine into minerals to produce ships and items
which are bought and used by other players until they are eventually destroyed. Conflict and
destruction fuel the economy, yet players will always try to min-max risk versus profit to make
ISK (Interstellar Kredits, the in-game currency) at the expense of other players. Thievery is, after
all, just another game mechanic.
While outer space may be the final frontier, space is a very broad term when it comes to
science. As one of the more recent human creations, the internet has created a vast new area
of virtual space, but these virtual landscapes are very real places even without an immersive
virtual reality experience, yet unlike real-world landscapes, virtual landscapes can provide data
on themselves.
Research has traditionally looked at space as something physical in the real world, and
has even examined it as something flat. Even when we think about geographic places now, we
think of things on the surface of a sphere. Our perception has begun to change. Research has
looked down into the oceans and up into the atmosphere and beyond, but perception of these
places is also still limited. For players of EVE, traditional perception has led to 2-dimensional
mapping of their game universe because it is easier for them to visualize moving through 3D
space as a flat, road map. EVE has a physical, virtual space, yet while the entire game is virtual,
the constructed, physical space which limits players movement and interactions behaves
physically by enforcing these limitations just like real world, physical geography limits.
Perception of virtual geography is done through data and data visualization. Like the 2D
maps mentioned before, and the access menus within the game, EVE is perceived through
data: what solar systems are in range of your current location, what space stations are in your
current solar system, who else is in your system, etc. Within this virtual space, perception has
changed. While in the real world we aren’t likely to view a heads-up display during the course of
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all our interactions, EVE players constantly view their world through these data displays, and
some of these data streams allow for examination and study.
This study uses only a few of EVE’s available data types, but makes a very simple point
with them: quantifying relationships within the game is possible. Why is this important? From a
game developer perspective, knowing what players like and what players do is important, but
quantitative measurements are inarguably useful for long-term analysis, development, and
success of a game. This is where a virtual landscape demonstrates its advantage. Anything in
such an environment could have a data point for a developer to collect, analyze, and use in
further game updates, and this study reinforces the value of including longitudinal data
collection in game development. For EVE, its hourly data accrued over several years allows for
the assessment of results which change over time. This study quantifies the movement-conflicteconomic relationship in EVE, and it could be used to explore the overall health of the game
more successfully with the inclusion of additional data and even narrower longitudinal
observations.
The data available on EVE is what led to my thesis. A very helpful person once told me
are two paths for research: find a question to answer with data, or find a question to ask about
data. Since I already had data collected on EVE, I chose the latter. I have been a player in EVE
Online since I was still an undergraduate back in 2010, and it was while I was still an
undergraduate that I paid another player some ISK to setup data collection. CCP (Crowd
Control Productions), the company which produces the game, had public APIs (application
programming interfaces) which contained statistics about the game on an hourly basis, including
but not limited to: which player corporations and alliances own certain space stations and solar
systems; player activities such as ship killings, ship jumps, and faction kills; which corporations
are members of which alliances.
Unless you’re an EVE player, those terms and many others in this thesis will sound
alien, and while I will attempt to explain and describe the EVE universe and the mechanics
3

within it later in the Study Site section of this thesis, a reader should keep in mind that the game
is complex and information heavy. Some important terms are underlined and defined in the
Glossary. The portrayal in Figure 1-1 of EVE having a steep learning curve is absolutely
accurate, and even though I have played the game many years, there are still areas and
mechanics of the game which I do not know well.
One of the curious things that I noticed about EVE was that the public API data does not
seem to be archived anywhere. This is perhaps what led to my beginning data collection before
even enrolling in a Master’s program.
With no other archive for this hourly data, it may well be that the data I collected doesn’t
exist anywhere else now. It was a player by the character name of Tevi that assisted in setting
up my data collection in exchange for reimbursing his time with ISK. The data was collected
each hour from the API and saved with a date and timestamp as a semicolon-delimited ‘.csv’
file.
Unsurprisingly, I was not the first player to see EVE data and want to do something with
it. At the beginning of my research, I came across an amusing forum post by the player
Ambassador Spock who had posted on an old thread about mapping some solar systems within
ArcMap (Spock 2013). This is possible because the XYZ coordinates for solar systems and
every other static structure in the game universe is revealed in a static data dump by CCP (CCP
2019). It is worth noting that the coordinates are accurate down to the meter, yet deal with lightyear distances. Since the EVE universe is light-years across in ‘width’ and ‘height’ when thinking
of it as two-dimensional space, if one assumes that a single light-year is about 9 trillion
kilometers (NASA 2018), one can begin to understand the virtual scope of the landscape. I
empathize with anyone attempting to do calculations regarding these very long numbers.
EVE Online is now more than a decade old, massively-multiplayer online (MMO) game,
but it remains largely unexplored or examined from a research perspective. Though all games
are unique, EVE sets itself apart from other MMOs with its punishing learning curve. It is a
4

struggle to play, it can require a great deal of time to play, and it can frequently take a lot of outof-game time to play as well. This last is called meta-gaming and can include everything from
creating industrial, manufacturing spreadsheets to writing and posting political opinions about
the various EVE groups. Players who are IT professionals in real life may become security
experts for their own corporations and alliances within the game, setting up secure services for
their group to use such as VoIP servers (e.g. Mumble), IRC servers, and more recently, Discord
servers. As the EVE saying goes: ‘Internet spaceships are serious business’ (Carter 2016).
There is also real-world value to the effort and ownership of items in-game. A player can
buy PLEX, an item that can be used to pay for the game subscription, and sell it on the in-game
market for ISK. This conversion of real money into ISK, the in-game currency, allows for a
valuation of losses, particularly in large-scale fights. In the 21 hours of fighting during the
Bloodbath of B-R5RB for instance, the value of destroyed ships and items was estimated
between $300,000 to $330,000 in US dollars (CCP Dolan 2014). A single Titan-class spaceship
can easily be worth between $1500 and $2000; these ships can take more than a month to
construct in-game and take a great deal of effort and materials to do so.
Effort is very important to EVE. The EVE economy is based upon destruction and
conflict. Without constant purchase and loss of ships and items, the value of items can drop. If
say several fleets of Rattlesnake ships are lost in a short period of time, there may be a price
spike as demand increases (players needing replacement ships) until the supply increases
and/or the demand is sated. Conflict is a necessary part of the game.
This conflict can be quantified in several ways, such as on Squizz’ zkillboard (Caphinator
2019) where ship losses are posted with their ISK values which shows a real-world currency
valuation if you mouse over the Total for a ‘lossmail’, the term for data of a ship loss. CCP also
publishes ship kill statistics hourly, so a numeric total per solar system can be seen. This public
API has changed over time, but EVE is an ever-changing landscape both by players and the
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developers with their game patches and new releases. Wars and conflict are constant between
players’ political groups.
This thesis seeks to quantify the relationship between the variables of movement (ship
jumps), currency creation (faction kills), and conflict (ship kills) and their change over time by the
use of mediation models. This exploration is structured into six sections: (1) a review of the
limited research on virtual gaming landscapes, gaming conflict and economics, and the usage
of mediation models, (2) a broad examination of the unique characteristics and mechanics
which compose an ever-changing EVE Online, (3) the methods used to collect and reorganize
the data, model the relationships between the data, and generate graphics for quicker cognitive
efficacy, (4) the models’ results, (5) a discussion of variations in the results, implications of the
results, and issues with the data and methods, and (6) final conclusions of this study and words
for future, similar research.

Chapter 2: Literature Review

The virtual landscape of EVE Online is unique, as it must be since it falls under
intellectual property and copyright laws, but all virtual landscapes within massively multiplayer
online games (MMOs) are artistically unique for their conception, their breadth, and, most
importantly to this thesis, their foundation in being artificially constructed environments. It is this
artificial construction that can allow for a complete record of every action internal to the
landscape, but not every game leverages this for players let alone researchers, yet virtual
landscapes still possess great potential for scientific exploration (Bainbridge 2007).
Unfortunately, because EVE is so unique, none of the existing EVE research is similar to this
thesis aside from other work also studying the same game. There is no specific, prior chain of
research upon which to continue, so it is necessary to backfill and establish links to similar but
different studies upon EVE and other games. Despite there being little similarity to prior EVE
6

studies, gaming studies as a whole are not uncommon. The literature involving the study of
MMO games is growing, as games such as World of Warcraft age.
2.1 Previous game research
In World of Warcraft (WoW) research for instance, Nardi and Harris’ (2006) study of
collaborative play focuses on observed social organization of players and in regard to data
collection, surveys are commonly used for other socio-cultural or behavioral explorations within
WoW (Williams et al. 2006; Bessière et al. 2007). While observational data and solicited
feedback from players can be limited, such methods may still be effective. Taking observational
research a step further, a study by Ducheneaut et al. (2007) involved researchers experiencing
WoW first-hand to, as they put it, ‘make sense of our numbers in a contextualized manner.’ This
mimics my own experience in being an EVE Online player before, during, and after my time
studying and researching the landscape for this thesis. For instance, without my personal
experience of EVE, I would not have been able to deduce why player movement (Ship Jumps)
has a slight, positive impact upon currency creation (Faction Kills). My game experience can
give context to data that another researcher may never have, but as a warning to the reader,
this may include bias in how data, results, and other sections are presented.
Now while most theses will follow a progression of previous research, EVE is relatively
new to research, so there is a limited amount of study on it. Also as a comparative to EVE,
WoW is a more popular game with possibly millions of active daily players, whereas EVE may
only have a few tens of thousands of active daily players, so it may not be surprising that game
research would favor WoW over EVE. Yet a dearth in research provides an excellent
opportunity for scientific inquiry. Taylor et al (2015) recently pointed out that EVE is becoming
more popular for scientific research, and he credits two 2013 workshops (Bergstrom, Carter, &
Woodford 2013; Carter, Woodford, & Bergstrom 2013) as the cause of a recent increase in EVE
research, yet Taylor et al (2015) further notes the complexity of EVE Online is such that only a
small percent of the whole EVE landscape has been examined. From my attempts to find any
7

previous EVE research similar to this thesis, much of the interest to which Taylor et al refers has
focused on player behavior and culture, rather than quantitative research.
2.2 Conflict and economics
In the opinion of this thesis’ author, conflict stemming from player behavior and culture is
important to EVE research, but conflict landscapes such as EVE wars and histories (Groen
2015; Webber 2017) or staged tournaments (Carter and Gibbs 2013) are peripheral to the focus
and coverage of this thesis. This thesis narrows its data source focus to hourly statistical data
provided publicly by CCP, the producing company of EVE. These data are objective insofar that
they are numerical statistics with geographical and temporal context, and thus do not rely on
player feedback. This thesis seeks to avoid much social and cultural exploration (aside from
defining a few events of interest in the results), and seeks to focus on a data source in order to
gain quantitative results to support a justified player belief: conflict affects economics (currency
creation) within EVE Online.
Economic research is not a new topic within EVE research. Edward Castronova in
particular has examined the virtual economy of EVE Online many times, but this thesis’ focus is
peripheral to that existing EVE research which ranges from real-life and virtual economy
comparisons to other examinations of the EVE economy (Castronova et al. 2015; Lehdonvirta
and Castronova 2014; Knowles et al. 2015). The economic focus of this thesis looks less at
economic theory and instead explores specific, quantitative impacts of movement and conflict
as later described in the methodology section.
2.3 Mediation modeling
Mediation models, while a fairly recent addition to literature, are the most significant way
this thesis overlaps with other research. As part of this thesis’ exploration, Kenny’s mediated
model (Kenny 2016; Judd and Kenny 1981; Hayes 2009) is applied to collected longitudinal
data in what is termed in this thesis as a ‘rolling mediation’. To explicate further, this thesis uses
what Kenny et al. (2003) refer to as a Level 1 mediation model, but applies this model multiple
8

times to a moving span of time (hence the term ‘rolling’) in addition to a single span (all the
recorded data).
It is this break between a single model and longitudinal modeling or modeling over time
that is important to note. Quantifying the direct and indirect effects between variables over time
is an extension of the traditional model. However, while a reader of Kenny or Bolger’s work
(Kenny 2018, Bolger 2013) may label this thesis as a type of ‘longitudinal study’ since it does
deal with data of a population over time, the term stereotypes towards traditional behavior,
social, and medical research. Recent longitudinal gaming research, most prevalently World of
Warcraft, also trends toward behavior studies (Billieux 2013, Bell 2013, Schultheiss 2007, Yee
2008). Regardless of what term a reader may wish to use to label this thesis, mediation
modeling over a rolling time-span for EVE Online data is a unique and new exploration in the
burgeoning area of game research.

Chapter 3: Study Site

As a constructed environment, EVE Online has a unique set of landscapes. The physical
aspects of the game are typically static yet capable of change. They are subject to changes
over time by the game developers such as introducing a time dilation (tidi) mechanic during
large fleet engagements (CCP Navigator 2011) to slow down player actions by up to 90% or
changing the sovereignty mechanics players use to take each other’s solar systems (CCP
Phantom 2015). Spurring some of these major mechanic changes, players provide the everchanging conflict or peacetime, within the political landscape of EVE. Wars over the ownership
of vast swathes of space may last months, and they can be ended abruptly by a single,
incredibly destructive fight such as the Bloodbath of B-R5RB, where a great deal of ISK-value
was destroyed (CCP Dolan 2014). Interstellar Kredits or ISK is the in-game currency.
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The physical layout for the EVE universe consists of wormholes (also known as w-space
or j-space) and known space (k-space). J-space, called this because each wormhole name, with
the exception of Thera, begins with a ‘J’ followed by six numbers (e.g. J213344), and j-space is
comprised entirely of wormholes. Thera, the only currently named wormhole, was introduced
along with a set of ‘shattered’ wormholes in the Rhea patch (CCP Falcon 2014). Wormholes are
grouped into class types, and while they have no static connections to specific systems, they
can have static connection types. For instance a Class 2 wormhole may have a static
connection to a specific part of k-space (highsec, lowsec, or nullsec) or to another class of
wormhole. These connections will spawn in space as cosmic signatures (sigs). Players have to
probe, warp to these sigs, and enter them to find which other system they connect. There are
also random connections between wormholes and k-space in addition to static connections, but
all such connections have both a time and mass limit. The time limit means that the wormholes
will eventually disappear on their own, but the mass limit restricts the cumulative mass of ships
which can go back and forth through the connection and also limits the shiptypes which can
enter the connection (e.g. not all wormholes can fit a freighter, which is a very large ship). Travel
in k-space, however, is different.
3.1 Overview of k-space
K-space or known space consists of thousands of solar systems which are linked by
stargates. The systems are grouped into regions which in turn are subdivided into
constellations. Stark exceptions to this are the three regions A821-A, J7HZ-F, and UUA-F4
which mainly exist for use by the game developers and employees and are inaccessible to
players under normal circumstances and also do not all connect by gate.
Each k-space region has a name (e.g. Paragon Soul) and market access within the
game is restricted to players by region, meaning a player can only see the market for their
current region. The most-used market hub in all of EVE is located within the Jita solar system in
The Forge region at the station ‘Jita IV - Moon 4 - Caldari Navy Assembly Plant’.
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Every k-space solar system has specific security number that determines what ‘legal’
actions a player can do. In terms of gameplay, this means that players have quicker and more
stringent repercussions to certain combat actions they commit in systems with higher security.
In highsec for instance, attacking another player with whom you aren’t at war, you will get
CONCORDed, which means the CONCORD NPC police force will kill you and kill you faster the
closer the highsec system’s security is to ‘1.0’.
There are three security designations: highsec (high security space with system security
from 0.5 to 1.0), lowsec (low security space with system security from 0.1 to 0.4) and nullsec
(null security space with system security from -1.0 to 0.0). Securities are rounded to these digits,
but their actual values are longer. The Yuzier system for instance has a security of 0.906556
according to CCP’s static data dump but is rounded to 0.9 highsec security (CCP 2019).
Nullsec space is subdivided into NPC nullsec (systems owned by non-player
character/non-player corporations which cannot be captured by players) and sovereign nullsec,
commonly referred to as sov space or sov nullsec because it is the space in which players,
utilizing the sovereignty mechanics, can capture each other’s solar systems. Sov space is of
such importance that the general term ‘nullsec’ is most frequently used to describe sovereign
nullsec with the term ‘npc nullsec’ used when needing to refer to the NPC nullsec areas. It is
nullsec, specifically sov nullsec, that this thesis explores.
Sov nullsec is important to the game because destruction is the lifeblood of the EVE
economy. Produced ships and items need to be destroyed on a consistent basis for ship and
item prices to remain stable. Production of advanced, more powerful ships relies upon certain
materials that only nullsec can provide via mining. Nullsec is a large, profitable area of EVE for
mining and ratting but also the most conflict-prone part of EVE. Sov wars (sovereignty wars)
and fights between player groups regularly occur, but frequent harassment and killing of miners
(players who mine) and ratters (players who kill pirate NPCs for their bounties’ ISK income) is
also pervasive.
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This thesis examines disruption to ratting by looking at faction kills statistics, which are
indicators of currency creation as ISK is created each time a player is awarded ISK bounties for
killing NPC pirates, and it examines this ISK faucet in the context of ship jumps, the statistics for
player movement into a system, and ship kills, a statistical measure for conflict.
To better understand these statistics it is necessary to understand the layout of the EVE
universe. The Figure 3-1 rendering by dotlan (Wollari 2018) is a two-dimensional representation
of the k-space regions. It displays a simplified version of actual EVE space, but it shows the
important, general layout of k-space regions. Players regard this ring of nullsec regions as a
doughnut and refer to it politically as the ‘blue donut’ (Jin’taan 2017, Whitehound 2013) on
account of nullsec alliances routinely being ‘blue’ (friendly) to each other. Setting alliances,
corporations, and players blue is a game mechanic so they show up as allies in local chat with
light or dark blue icons next to their names. Opposite this, groups and players can be set
specifically neutral or orange or red. The default standing setting of someone is a neutral
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grey/white icon.

Figure 3-1 - A screenshot of dotlan showing EVE regions
Figure 3-2 is a rendering by dotlan (Wollari 2018) that shows the regions labeled but
without the region ‘containers’ of the previous image, instead showing systems with the
stargates connecting them. Purple gate lines indicate stargates connecting between regions. As
a reader can tell, a map of several thousand solar systems spanning light-years across is
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imperfectly represented in print on an 8.5x11 page.

Figure 3-2 - A screenshot of dotlan showing EVE solar systems
3.2 Nullsec regions and pirate areas
These are the nullsec regions upon which this thesis focuses, grouped by NPC pirate
area:
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Angels NPC pirate area
o

Cache

o

Detorid

o

Feythabolis

o

Immensea

o

Impass

o

Insmother

o

Omist

o

Scalding Pass

o

Tenerifis

o

Wicked Creek

Blood Raiders NPC pirate area
o

Delve

o

Period Basis

o

Querious

Drone NPC pirate area
o

Cobalt Edge

o

Etherium Reach

o

Malpais

o

Oasa

o

Outer Passage

o

Perrigen Falls

o

The Kalevala Expanse

o

The Spire

Guristas NPC pirate area
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o

Branch

o

Deklein

o

Geminate

o

Pure Blind

o

Tenal

o

Tribute

o

Vale of the Silent

Sanshas NPC pirate area
o

Catch

o

Esoteria

o

Paragon Soul

o

Providence

Serpentis NPC pirate area
o

Cloud Ring

o

Fade

o

Fountain

Players can kill NPC pirates on a regular basis to earn ISK from bounties that are
assigned to the NPC pirates; this is called ratting. Players who rat are called ratters. The pirate
bounties vary between the six types of NPC, thus the value of the space which they spawn
within can vary as well. This is variance in currency creation by area is not explored in depth
within this study. The faucet of currency creation is one of three data used in this thesis study.
The NPC nullsec regions of Curse and Great Wildlands (Angels pirates), Venal (Guristas
pirates), Stain (Sanshas pirates), and Outer Ring and Syndicate (Serpentis pirates) were not
included in the research on account of them being unconquerable by players. The regions of
A821-A, J7HZ-F, and UUA-F4 were also not included as they are not commonly accessed much
less used by players. With the exception of a few regions which contain NPC nullsec
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constellations (e.g. Delve and Fountain), the thirty-five aforementioned nullsec regions and the
pirate areas into which they fall can be conquered by players, and it is the faction kills (ratting),
ship jumps (movement), and ship kills (conflict) statistics for these thirty-five regions, six pirate
area groups, and their total area which were the focus of this thesis.
3.3 Movement a.k.a. ship jumps
Solar system locations exist in two mentalities for players. The first is by gate access. In
this, the dotlan (Wollari 2018) website is often used as the owner has mapped regions
according to their gate layout and solar system connections. Dotlan renders the threedimensional space in two-dimensions. Most travel in-game is done by means of a structure
called a stargate commonly just called a ‘gate’, so a representation of these pathways is very
useful to players. These gates exist in pairs (one in departure system and one in arrival system)
and players can use each end of the pair to go back and forth. Within a solar system, players
warp their ships from one gate to another. For example, if a player were to warp from the Jita
market hub station to the Perimeter gate and jump through the gate, they would arrive in the
Perimeter system with their ship spawning at a distance of 12 kilometers from the Jita gate
within Perimeter. To return, a player would re-approach the Jita gate, jump through, and then
spawn 12 kilometers off of the Perimeter gate within Jita.
The second mentality is the actual XYZ or three-dimensional location of solar systems.
An alternate method of traveling through nullsec is by ‘jumping’ between systems without using
gates. Certain spaceship types such as titans, supercarriers, carriers, dreadnoughts, and black
ops battleships can jump themselves from one system to another by jumping to a beacon called
a cynosural field (generated by another ship or structure in the destination system). Ships which
do not have their own jump drives can utilize a structure called a jump bridge which is a pair of
structures (one in each system) linked together that mimics the functionality of typical stargates.
Titans and black ops ships can also generate a one-way bridge (from their current location to a
cynosural field location) and fleets within nullsec are commonly titan-bridged from one place to
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another. Bridging in on top of an enemy fleet can be a useful combat tactic. The range limit of
jumping varies based on skill, structure, or ship, and it requires more knowledge of space in
three-dimensions to move this way. Both types of movement count towards the ship jumps
numbers published by CCP in their API of statistics.
3.4 Conflict a.k.a. ship kills
The ship kills statistics in each observed hour is assumed to have a negative impact, but
from personal experience, that is not always the case. Players can destroy or sacrifice their own
ships. In fact a commonly destroyed ship type are the rookie ships that players can get by
docking in a station in a pod; these are the very first ship a player will have when first playing
the game. Because they are free, they are a cheap ship to use to create a cynosural field
(cyno), but because a cyno keeps a ship locked in place for several minutes, it is susceptible to
destruction, yet the loss of a free, replaceable ship is minimal.
Additionally, and important to the mediation modeling that occurs in this thesis, not all
ship kills would have a logical effect on ratting (faction kills). For instance, a Vexor Navy Issue
ship that dies to NPC rats in one system of the Delve region is unlikely to even be noticed or
known by a player ratting in another system several gate jumps away because NPCs are not
typically viewed as hostile. On the other hand, a roaming gang of players that is actively looking
to catch and kill players who are ratting, is likely to be reported in in-game chat channels
commonly referred to as intel channels, and careful players may stop ratting and dock up when
such a gang’s scout comes into system.
The two assumptions that this thesis makes and attempts to quantify are that most
movement in a region is friendly and unlikely to have a negative impact, whereas most ship kills
are unfriendly and likely to have a negative impact. In EVE terms, this means that ratting is
unlikely to be affected by blues (allied players) moving through a system but ratting activity is
likely to decrease whenever a ship dies in a region. A player that no longer has their ship to rat
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in because it was killed by a roaming gang of hostile players is unlikely to keep ratting
immediately after such a loss.
3.5 Longitudinal design?
Longitudinal studies traditionally deal with the same observed individuals and are
common for social or behavior research, but some of the stereotypes of the term include
constraints that are imperfect for this thesis (Caruana 2015). There is no specific tracking of
individuals in the statistics this study uses. There is no way of knowing whether statistics from
one hour are made by the same individuals in the next hour, however the entire population of
each hour is represented in each hour’s data. So while the individuals in this population are
unknown, all their actions (faction kills, ship jumps, and ship kills) are known.
The observational time period is between the time period of February 17, 2014 @ 00:00
UTC and May 8, 2018 @ 04:00 UTC that data collection took place, but, as will be explained
shortly, does not include all the hours between these site time limits. The EVE Tranquility server
uses UTC time, and time is shown in-game in that time zone; the time used in recording data
collection is in UTC time since that is the game server time the data was scraped from the API.
Exceptions to this observation time-span are noted further in the methods and results
sections, but to explicate briefly, there were gaps in observations. These gaps spanned all the
statistics because for any hour where the EVE API was not accessed for whatever reason, no
statistics for that hour were scraped. For the purpose of mediation modeling, these gaps were
ignored and not included when executing mediation models.

Chapter 4: Methodology

4.1 Data collection
I began my data collection in February 2014. I paid the in-game character Tevi some ISK
(in-game currency) to setup a method of scraping the public EVE Online API and saving the
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scraped data to a ‘.csv’ file. The formatting of these original data files was semicolon delimited
on account of commas sometimes being part of text data (e.g. alliance names, corporation
names, etc.). The EVE Online API would update once an hour with new statistics. The intention
of this scraping was to create a new file every hour, recording each new hour of data, and
naming the file after the hour of data it scraped.
Though this method of data collection was, early on, assumed to be completely
successful and continuous, there were gaps in the creation of hourly-scraped ‘.csv’ files. While
all the reasons for gaps in collection are not known, it is assumed that at least some were the
result of extended downtime by the EVE Online server which would also offline the public API
as well. These extended downtimes were not likely responsible for all the gaps however, and
exploration and definition of these gaps is done later in the methodology section 4.3 Gap
detection in hourly data.
A total of 35,034 hourly-scraped files were created and used in this thesis. A link to a list
of these files is included in Appendix A: File lists of each directory. It is possible that changes to
the API were made by CCP during the data collection. One known is example is the masking of
Faction Kills data for wormholes. Masking is the hiding of data so that it did not show in the API
after the change. For the purposes of this thesis, no known API changes affected the statistics
of interest to this thesis.
Each hourly-scraped ‘.csv’ included the following columns of data:


Solar System ID



Constellation ID



Region ID



System Name



Security



X
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Z



Y



Alliance ID



Faction ID



Corporation ID



Ship Kills



Faction Kills



Pod Kills



Ship Jumps



Occupying Faction ID



Owning Faction ID



Occupying Faction Name



Owning Faction Name



Contested



Station ID



Station Name



Station Type ID



Station Corporation ID



Station Corporation Name

The hourly data was collected for 7,929 solar systems. This includes early wormhole
regions (also known as j-space or w-space) but does not include later wormhole additions such
as shattered wormholes or the Thera solar system. The data scraping was only setup to save
the initial 7,929 systems so these later additions were ignored, but this thesis does not examine
any wormhole-related data.
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The hourly data collection ended on May 8, 2018 due to the retirement of the API by
CCP (Team Tech Co 2018).
4.2 Data processing
The R script named
‘create_region_data_files_with_correct_row_and_column_names.txt’ was used first. It is the
script used to process the original 35,034 hourly ‘.csv’ files into regional and area files for the
Faction Kills, Ship Jumps, and Ship Kills statistics. In other words, the script converted the data
from hourly files that included all areas to area files that included data from all the times. The
filenames of the original hourly files correspond to within a few minutes of the scraping time (i.e.
the filenames are the file creation time which is up to a few minutes after the scraping occurred).
With this script, the filenames were parsed into functional date/time data with the format YYYYMM-DD HH. Minutes and seconds were removed and replaced with zeros because non-zero
minutes would affect later gap detection.
In addition to the regional files, files for the ‘EVE_Total’ area (i.e. a total area of all null
security space capable of being owned by players also known as nullsec sov space) and files
for six pirate areas were also created. These latter are groups of regions in which the main
hostile NPCs (i.e. the likely NPC pirate type being killed in the Faction Kills statistic) were
Angels, Blood Raiders, Drones, Guristas, Sanshas, and Serpentis.
The script used in this section is in Appendix B: Scripts, B.1 Data processing script.
4.3 Gap detection in hourly data
The ‘gap_detection_in_compiled_data’ folder contains the scripts and results for
detecting gaps in the hourly data-scraping. The ‘gap_plot.png’ image is a plot of the hours for
which no data was collected and it shown later in the Results section as Figure 5-37.
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Figure 4-1 - These are the contents of the 'gap_detection_in_compiled_data' folder.
The R script ‘gaps_detection_script.txt’ used the file
‘./hpc_work/r_data_compile/shipkills.filenames.csv’ to pull the original file names and parse
them into a date/time format (YYYY-MM-DD HH). The shift() function was then used to calculate
the size of the gap between each date/time and rows and this result was written out as the file
‘gaps_in_collection.csv’ and gaps larger than 3600 seconds (one hour) were subset into a new
data frame written out as the file ‘selected_gaps_in_collection.csv’ as seen in the screenshot
above. The script also created a multi-year plot image of these gaps by giving the missing hours
a value of 1 and collection hours a value of NA. Because of how the ggplot2 package works, the
NA values for when data was collected were not plotted while the missing hour values of 1 were
plotted, thus giving a final plot of the missing hours. While this plot image is shown later in the
Results section, a reader should keep in mind that it is intended for general knowledge and
does not convey the gap results as accurately as viewing the actual data table. It was necessary
to plot the image using small point symbols that appear to be a line because ggplot2 sets a
minimum size of one pixel for a symbol, whereas a line plot would have had non-visible values
in the resulting image because lines have no minimum pixel size in the package. A simple table
counting the gaps by span from the data in file ‘selected_gaps_in_collection.csv’ is also shown
in the Results section 5.4 Gap detection in compiled data.
The script used in this section is in Appendix B: Scripts, B.2 Gap detection script.
4.4 Mediation modeling
The script ‘total_area_mediations.txt’ was used to create a mediation model for the
‘EVE_Total’ area as well as the six pirate areas and the thirty-five, nullsec sov space regions.
These models span the entire collected time period. The script
‘total_area_mediations_table_graphics.txt’ was used to create the table graphics used in the
Results section for these models.
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The data was further explored by modeling rolling mediations. Similar to how a rolling
mean is achieved by selecting a data-span and shifting it across the data, a set number of hours
were selected and shifted by an hour for each model. Two rolling mediations were
accomplished: a two-week interval (336 hour-span of data) and a four-week interval (672 hourspan of data). Because of the processing requirements, it was necessary to use the AHPCC
(Arkansas High Performance Computing Center) and the Razor node was used for this.
A list of the directories and files used for the work on the Razor node is in Appendix A-3.
The following is a description of the various files and their uses supplemented with screenshots.
The entire folder ‘hpc_work’ and its contents were uploaded to the Razor node storage.

Figure 4-2 - These are the contents of the 'hpc_work' folder.
The ‘heading.table.csv’ file is used in the rolling mediation models’ scripts because it
contains the desired column headings for their output/results. The ‘pbs_jobs_list.txt’ contains a
list of the ‘.pbs’ file locations as viewed from the server after logging into the Razor node. This
list was used to submit the jobs to the node. These ‘.pbs’ files for each model are described
more later.
The two-week and four-week rolling mediations’ methodologies are basically the same
albeit using different hour-spans of time for their models. Within each of the two folders
‘2_week_rolling_mediation_parallels’ and ‘4_week_rolling_mediation_parallels’ are five folders,
and these folders are named the same.
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Figure 4-3 - The contents of the ‘2_week_rolling_mediation_parallels’ folder.
Each ‘data.tables’ folder contains data files created and used by the rolling mediation
models of each area’s Faction Kills, Ship Kills, Ship Jumps, and hour-span names (e.g. 1 and
336 for the first hour-span of two weeks rolling mediation or 1 and 672 for the first hour-span of
four weeks rolling mediation). These hour-span names are used to create the resultant files in
the ‘mediation.results’ folder in their column ‘Med_Area’.
Each ‘hpc_qsub_pbs_parallel_scripts’ folder contains ‘.pbs’ files used to submit each job
to the Razor node. The file ‘_pbs_Template.pbs’ is a template which can be modified and then
the python script ‘create_pbs_job_scripts.py’ can be run to generate updated ‘.pbs’ files with any
changes made to the template file. These include commands to tell Razor which queue to use
(e.g. tiny12core), how much walltime to reserve (e.g. 6 hours), how many nodes and processors
per node to use (e.g. 1 node and 12 processors), what environment to load (e.g. intel with R
version 3.4.3), what directory in which to begin the job (e.g. /home/capryor), and what R script to
run (e.g. ‘loop_Template.r’). This is a screenshot of the Template ‘.pbs’ file’s contents showing
an example of the script used to submit the jobs and run the R scripts on a node:

Figure 4-4 - The contents of the file '_pbs_Template.pbs'.
Each ‘mediation_loop_scripts_parallel’ folder contains a template R script
‘_loop_template.r’, the python script ‘creation_region_loop_scripts.py’, and the forty-two area R
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scripts. The template R script could be modified and then the python script run to update the
area R scripts as needed with any changes made to the template script. The reddit user
fairmantium (2018) helped me turn a prior loop script I had experimented with into a script that
was capable of running on the Razor node using the R ‘parallel’ package making use of all the
cores for faster calculations.
Each ‘mediation.results’ folder contains the resulting ‘.csv’ files containing
‘timelapse.rolling.table’ in their names. The earlier-mentioned file ‘heading.table.csv’ was used
in the generation of these files. Their columns from left to right correspond to:


the hour-span (Med_Area)



the estimated Average Causal Mediated Effect (ACME_Est)



the lower confidence interval of the estimated Average Causal Mediated Effect
(ACME_95pCIL)



the upper confidence interval of the estimated Average Causal Mediated Effect
(ACME_95pCIU)



the p-value of the estimated Average Causal Mediated Effect (ACME_pv)



the estimated Average Direct Effect (ADE_Est)



the lower confidence interval of the Average Direct Effect (ADE_95pCIL)



the upper confidence interval of the Average Direct Effect (ADE_95pCIU)



the p-value of the estimated Average Direct Effect (ADE_pv)



the estimated Total Effect (TE_Est)



the lower confidence interval of the estimated Total Effect (TE_95pCIL)



the upper confidence interval of the estimated Total Effect (TE_95pCIU)



the p-value of the estimated Total Effect (TE_pv)



the estimated Proportion Mediated (PM_Est)



the lower confidence interval of the estimated Proportion Mediated (PM_95pCIL)
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the upper confidence interval of the estimated Proportion Mediated (PM_95pCIU)



and the p-value of the estimated Proportion Mediated (PM_pv)

Each ‘plotting’ folder contains the folders ‘graphics’ (containing the resulting ‘.png’ plots)
and ‘tables’ (containing the tables created and used in the plotting process by the plotting
scripts) and the script files ‘_load_and_run_plotting_scripts.txt’,
‘_script_rolling_mediation_plotting_Template.txt’, ‘create_rolling_mediation_plotting_scripts.py’,
and forty-two R script ‘.txt’ files (one for each area). The template script can be edited and then
the python script run in order to propagate out any changes to these forty-two R script files. The
‘_load_and_run_plotting_scripts.txt’ could be used to quickly copy/paste the plotting scripts into
R in order to run them all back-to-back to generate the graphics.
Scripts used in this section are listed in Appendix B: Scripts, B.3 Mediation modeling
scripts.
4.5 Event and year parameters for plot graphics
Lines for the beginning and end of two important events were added to the rolling
mediation model plot graphics. World War Bee (WWB) was the conquest of Deklein and the
northwest by Low-sec Voltron coalition (a collection of alliances) and is indicated by bluedashed vertical lines. It begins at 2016-03-11 00:00:00 which was the point at which the fighting
went from lowsec into nullsec (Stratus 2016) and ends 2016-04-25 00:00:00 (Dotlan 2016). The
Delve conquest by Goonswarm Federation (DCG) is indicated by red-dashed, vertical lines. It
begins 2016-07-30 04:00:00 based on the date of the first system taken by them (Dotlan 2016)
and ends 2016-09-21 21:00:00 based on when the last system in Delve was taken by them
(Dotlan 2016).
The first datum for each new year is indicated by a black-dashed, vertical line. These
include 2014, although data collection only began in February, through 2018.
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4.6 P-value tables
With the results of both the 2-week rolling mediation and the 4-week rolling mediation, a
survey of the results was done. A folder named ‘p_value_tables’ was created and its contents
are shown below.

Figure 4-5 - The contents of the folder ‘p_value_tables’.
The script ‘p_value_tables.txt’ loads the results of the rolling mediation models and sums
the results of each area by type (Average Causal Mediated Effect, Average Direct Effect, Total
Effect, and Proportion Mediated) and p-value grouping (p-values so low as to be rounded to
zero by R and non-zero p-values). This resulted in two tables, one for each rolling mediation, of
nine columns. The script also produced tables with the overall sums of each model component
(‘2_week_rolling_mediation_pv_table_with_sums.csv’ and
‘4_week_rolling_mediation_pv_table_with_sums.csv’) so they could quickly be checked for sum
accuracy as these overall sums should all match in values (e.g. 34699 for the 2 week results
and 34363 for the 4 week results).
Scripts used in this section are listed in Appendix B: Scripts, B.4 P-value scripts.
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Chapter 5: Results

5.1 Results of mediation modeling by area

Figure 5-1 - Table graphic of the file ‘Sov_Nullsec_Regions.table.csv’ (Part 1)
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Figure 5-2 - Table graphic of the file ‘Sov_Nullsec_Regions.table.csv’ (Part 2)
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5.2 Results of the 2-week rolling mediation modeling

Figure 5-3 - EVE_Total area, 2-week rolling mediation
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Figure 5-4 - Angels pirate area, 2-week rolling mediation
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Figure 5-5 - Blood Raiders pirate area, 2-week rolling mediation
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Figure 5-6 - Drones pirate area, 2-week rolling mediation
34

Figure 5-7 - Guristas pirate area, 2-week rolling mediation
35

Figure 5-8 - Sanshas pirate area, 2-week rolling mediation
36

Figure 5-9 - Serpentis pirate area, 2-week rolling mediation
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Figure 5-10 - Cache region, 2-week rolling mediation
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Figure 5-11 - Cloud Ring region, 2-week rolling mediation
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Figure 5-12 - Deklein region, 2-week rolling mediation
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Figure 5-13 - Delve region, 2-week rolling mediation
41

Figure 5-14 - Fade region, 2-week rolling mediation
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Figure 5-15 - Fountain region, 2-week rolling mediation
43

Figure 5-16 - Outer Passage region, 2-week rolling mediation
44

Figure 5-17 - Tenal region, 2-week rolling mediation
45

Figure 5-18 - The Kalevala Expanse region, 2-week rolling mediation
46

Figure 5-19 - Wicked Creek region, 2-week rolling mediation
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5.3 Results of the 4-week rolling mediation modeling

Figure 5-20 - EVE_Total area, 4-week rolling mediation
48

Figure 5-21 - Angels pirate area, 4-week rolling mediation
49

Figure 5-22 - Blood Raiders pirate area, 4-week rolling mediation
50

Figure 5-23 - Drones pirate area, 4-week rolling mediation
51

Figure 5-24 - Guristas pirate area, 4-week rolling mediation
52

Figure 5-25 - Sanshas pirate area, 4-week rolling mediation
53

Figure 5-26 - Serpentis pirate area, 4-week rolling mediation
54

Figure 5-27 - Cache region, 4-week rolling mediation
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Figure 5-28 - Cloud Ring region, 4-week rolling mediation
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Figure 5-29 - Deklein region, 4-week rolling mediation
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Figure 5-30 - Delve region, 4-week rolling mediation
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Figure 5-31 - Fade region, 4-week rolling mediation
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Figure 5-32 - Fountain region, 4-week rolling mediation
60

Figure 5-33 - Outer Passage region, 4-week rolling mediation
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Figure 5-34 - Tenal region, 4-week rolling mediation
62

Figure 5-35 - The Kalevala Expanse region, 4-week rolling mediation
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Figure 5-36 - Wicked Creek region, 4-week rolling mediation
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5.4 Gap detection in compiled data

Figure 5-37 - Detected gaps in hourly-collected data, not to scale.
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Figure 5-38 - Table of counted gaps by hours since last data collection
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5.5 P-value tables

Figure 5-39 - Table graphic of the file ‘2_week_rolling_mediation_pv_table.csv’
The above graphic was generated by the script ‘p_value_tables_graphics.txt’ towards the end of
the Methodology section. This table shows the number of p-values so low as to be rounded to
zero by R (rz_pv) and non-zero p-values (nz_pv) for each part of the model: Average Causal
Mediated Effect (ACME), Average Direct Effect (ADE), Total Effect (TE), and Proportion
Mediated (PM).
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Figure 5-40 - Table graphic of the file ‘4_week_rolling_mediation_pv_table.csv’
The above graphic was generated by the script ‘p_value_tables_graphics.txt’ towards the end of
the Methodology section. This table shows the number of p-values so low as to be rounded to
zero by R (rz_pv) and non-zero p-values (nz_pv) for each part of the model: Average Causal
Mediated Effect (ACME), Average Direct Effect (ADE), Total Effect (TE), and Proportion
Mediated (PM).
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Chapter 6: Discussion
6.1 Gaps in the data collection
It is important to note that there were gaps in data collection. As mentioned in previous
sections, gaps were ignored during the modeling, but they were measured during the
methodology and a plot giving a general idea of when these gaps occurred is in Methodology,
4.3 Gap detection in hourly data. The actual file ‘selected_gaps_in_collection.csv’ contains the
measured gaps in the data, of which there are 208 instances. Aside from assuming that some of
these gaps were due to the Tranquility game server for EVE actually being offline and thus
turning off the EVE API as well, no research was done into a cause for why data collection failed
during all of these gaps.
The table in Figure 5-38Figure 5-38 - Table of counted gaps by hours shows the number
of gaps by span in hours (the actual ‘.csv’ file data is in seconds). The gaps ranged from 1 to
171 hours since the last collection. Notably, there were seven instances of a 169 hour gap as
well as gaps of 171 and 161 hours, so a reason for these gaps may be of interest to future
study.
6.2 Limitations of a single mediation model
If we examine Figure 5-1 and Figure 5-2, attention is immediately drawn to the ADE_pv
or Average Direct Effect p-value column. The results were so low that R rounded them to zero
when the script created and saved the file ‘Sov_Nullsec_Regions.table.csv’. This implies that
there is strong evidence of an estimated Average Direct Effect (ADE). In context, this means
there is a slight positive impact that movement (ship jumps) have on ratting (faction kills) and
leads credence to the assumption that most traffic in nullsec is blue (friendly).
Interestingly though, some regions seem to have slightly positive Average Causal
Mediated Effects (ACME). How can the model estimate that ship losses have this positive
effect? To answer that question would require additional studies, but one logical answer,
particularly in the case of the Fountain region, is that the NPC constellation in their region plays
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a role. Similarly for Cloud Ring, it’s close proximity to lowsec space allows for frequent roaming
by neutral/hostile players as well.
In contrast, Delve has the largest, negative estimated ACME in the table. Delve has an
NPC constellation within it similar to Fountain, but the ACME result implies that conflict (ship
kills) has a great deal of effect on ratting. The regions Outer Passage and The Kalevala
Expanse also have large, negative ACMEs but all three regions have some of the highest ADE
values as well. Why could this happen? Well from an organizational point of view, it would
logically mean that there are high amounts of friendly traffic through the regions despite the
conflict (ship kills) which occurs there.
Four regions however did not have p-values so low as to be rounded to zero for their
estimated ACME and by extension, their Total Effect (TE) and Proportion Mediated (PM). These
are Cache, Fade, Tenal, and Wicked Creek.
Why is this important? Well, does it truly seem likely that out of 35 regions, four
somehow lack any occurrence of the same behavior? Definitely not. This leads us to examine
the top EVE_Total row in both figures.
The EVE_Total results, mediation results for the data of all 35 regions combined, imply
that there are an estimated Average Direct Effect and an Average Causal Mediated Effect (in
addition to estimating the Total Effect and Proportion Mediated) which take place in the
combined area, yet as the other 35 rows for region show, there is variance in those effects by
area. The question is, if there is such variance by area, what variance would there be over time?
This granularity is the central focus of this study.
6.3 Comparing more granular model results by graphic and p-values
If we look first at Figure 5-39 and Figure 5-40, we can immediately see both the
problems with more granular, rolling mediation modeling. The 2-week results have fewer pvalues rounded to zero by R than the 4-week results, meaning the 2-week modeling had fewer
significant results than the 4-week modeling, but we already knew this would happen. Earlier,
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we noted how while the single mediation model for the EVE_Total area yielded significant
results, not all 35 region models did. Likewise, we could assume that just like narrowing the
area, narrowing the hour-span of data used in the models would have a similar degradation.
That said, there are still significant results in both rolling mediation models.
Visually, there is little difference between Figure 5-3 and Figure 5-20 which show the
plotted results of each rolling mediation. There are more peaks and troughs in the 2-week
modeling, but that is expected. Narrower hour-spans for the mediation should yield more
granular results.
Interestingly, between the blue-dashed lines of the World War Bee (WWB) event we can
see one of the deepest troughs in the estimated Average Direct Effects (ADEs). In fact the
trough seems to begin slightly before the event itself, but as noted earlier in the methodology,
the definition used for World War Bee was the turning point where the war shifted from lowsec
into nullsec. That is a cultural distinction, and doesn’t mean that the war in lowsec didn’t affect
nullsec before it moved into that space. In other words, while the war began in lowsec, the
attacking players still seem to have had a significant impact upon nullsec with their movement
through the space, likely hunting for Goons (players in Goonswarm Federation alliance) to catch
and kill. Curiously, if we look at Figure 5-12 and Figure 5-29, which are the 2-week and 4-week
modeling plots for Deklein, one of the regions involved in the World War Bee nullsec fighting, we
see some few positive ACMEs and negative ADEs during this event. This could imply that
conflict had a positive effect on ratting but movement had a negative effect, but would that not
be odd?. A contextual hypothesis would be that the invading force began actively ratting in the
space before completely taking it over, and if it was the invaders doing this, then it is also likely
that the ratting (by them) would go down when they’re needed in fleets moving around the
region. Since the sovereignty system involved Activity Defense Multipliers, which include a
defensive benefit from ratting in an owned system, this seems a credible explanation. Other
results bear further study as well.
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In Angel space (Figure 5-4 and Figure 5-21), a sharp ACME trough seems to coincide
with the end of the Delve Conquest by Goons (DCG). For Blood Raider space (Figure 5-5 and
Figure 5-22), the mediation models seem to have difficulty yield significant results to plot. Drone
space (Figure 5-6 and Figure 5-23) had ADE troughs during both World War Bee and the Delve
Conquest by Goons, yet the Drone regions are fairly far from both conflict zones in terms of
stargate travel. As a whole, Guristas space (Figure 5-7 and Figure 5-24) seems to yield
significant ACME results in spurts with a mostly indeterminate period during the conflict of World
War Bee which involved the area a great deal. Similar to Drone space, Sanshas space (Figure
5-8 and Figure 5-25) has ACME troughs during World War Bee but ACME peaks during the
Delve Conquest by Goons. Finally, Serpentis space (Figure 5-9 and Figure 5-26) yielded few
significant results so it is difficult to deduce trends from the plots.
While the 2-week and 4-week region rolling mediation plots narrow both the hour-span
and areas of interest, additional studies would be needed to explore them in sufficient detail.
The importance of the rolling mediation results are whether the goal of this thesis was
accomplished. Were the effects of conflict and movement on currency creation quantified? Yes.
6.4 Quantifying the effects
As mentioned earlier in this thesis, a real-world value can be calculated for ISK values
in-game. While this thesis does not attempt to do such a valuation, it does succeed, even if only
intermittently and disparately in quantifying effects over time and space. Mediation modeling
was accomplished both by area division and by two different hour-spans for rolling models.
While not all results yielded were significant, all areas (EVE_Total, the pirate areas, and the 35
nullsec regions) still had significant results.
In Figure 5-39 and Figure 5-40 we can see the number of results from each model and
their varying, cumulative significance. As expected, quantification varied. Not all longitudinal
results in these areas are the same, but that is only logical. Not all player behaviors are likely to
occur at the same time across the same areas. There will be variance. In both the 2-week and
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4-week rolling mediation plots, this is quite evident. Further study and attempts to quantify the
effects are likely to yield even more complex and copious results.

Chapter 7: Conclusions

EVE has a unique geography, and it has great potential for data collection and study. At
its core, the game is conflict-based and this conflict advances and withdraws while players
attempt to make a living in various areas of the space. Studying this conflict, along with player
movement and economic activity, in a quantitative method rather than a qualitative way is
possible in this virtual landscape. With a mediation model we are able to see the cumulative,
estimated Average Direct Effect, estimated Average Causal Mediated Effect, Total Effect, and
Proportion Mediated. The significance of this result, p-values so low that when R saves them to
a ‘.csv’ file it rounds them to zero, encourages a deeper examination of the data.

Figure 7-1 - R results of the mediation model for EVE_Total (all 35 nullsec regions)
Applying this mediation model over time, we can successfully quantify these effects in
different areas as well as over time. This rolling mediation reveals variability in space and time is
visually striking when plotted as we can see peaks and troughs that likely correspond to
significant, cultural events and wars in-game including but not limited to World War Bee and the
Delve Conquest by Goons.
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Figure 7-2 - EVE_Total area, 4-week rolling mediation
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These results demonstrate the value of collecting data from a virtual landscape. As a
construction, EVE’s longitudinal data allowed for granular study and analysis. The objective of
this thesis was to confirm a positive overall effect of movement (ship jumps) and a negative
overall impact of conflict (ship kills) upon the economics of the game, specifically currency
creation (faction kills). It assessed these effects successfully for both cumulative time models
and when modeled longitudinally using two different rolling models (2-week and 4-week) for the
same areas. The large, longitudinal dataset used in the models revealed that narrowing
parameters assist in quantifying change over time, but problems still bear further research.
Each of the six pirate areas and 35 nullsec regions yielded different results, as did
varying the rolling models for these areas. We can therefore conclude that while there is
substantial confirmation of our assumptions, further study is certainly warranted when
attempting to assess the direct and indirect effects over narrower timespans.
Something that should concern future researchers though is that the data used in this
study was not easily obtained. It was accumulated over time and not retrieved en masse from a
database. While this may, perhaps, be an explanation for why no lengthy, longitudinal studies
have been done on EVE data before, it also explains a risk to further research. Despite this, the
data used in this study was collected and is retained for further research, and the mediation
modeling accomplished in this thesis can be repeated for the same results.
Hopefully though, additional mediation modeling can reveal further, significant results in
the future and provide results useful for game developers’ future refinements and updates. This
study demonstrates the value of including data collection during game development, particularly
for a long-term, successful game such as EVE Online. Quantitative data can yield complex,
quantitative insights, which is important if a developer wishes to measure and monitor complex
relationships within a game rather than a simple count of subscribed players.
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Glossary
Cases
API: application programming interface; the EVE API made specific data available and was
updated on an hourly basis ................................................................................. 4, 5, 18, 19, 21
Bloodbath of B-R5RB: a pivotal battle that took place over the course of an entire day and
destroyed about $300,000 in real U.S. dollar value .............................................................. 5, 9
Discord: a voice and text chat application ..................................................................................... 5
highsec: high security space; solar systems with a security value of 0.5 to 1.0.................... 10, 11
IRC: a text chat protocal ............................................................................................................... 5
ISK: Interstellar Kredits, the in-game currency of EVE Online .................................. 2, 3, 5, 12, 16
lowsec: low security space; solar systems with a security value of 0.1 to 0.4 ...................... 10, 11
nullsec: null or zero security space; solar systems with a security value of 0 or lower ......... 10, 11
ratting: killing NPC pirates for in-game currency (ISK) bounties ............................... 11, 12, 16, 18
Rattlesnake: a battleship-class, faction ship ................................................................................. 5
shattered wormholes: group of wormhole solar systems recently added to the game ......... 10, 21
shiptypes: can refer to the class of a ship (e.g. frigate, cruiser, battleship, capital) or the actual
name of the ship (e.g. Punisher, Vexor Navy Issue, Rattlesnake, Avatar) .............................. 10
Thera: one of the recently-added, shattered wormhole solar systems and currently the only
wormhole with a name that isn't a j-tag (a 'J' followed by six numbers) .................................. 21
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Appendix A: File lists of each directory
Relevant scripts to this thesis should be attached to it, however the following are lists of each
directory’s contents which include both the scripts and the data files used. Not all data
files within these lists are attached or linked elsewhere.
A text file listing the contents of the folder named ‘csv’ containing the 35,034 hourly data files is
here: www.capryor.com/rolling_mediation/csv.txt
A text file listing the contents of the folder named ‘hpc_work’ containing the various scripts, data
files, and graphic results for the 2-week and 4-week rolling mediation models as well as
the gap detection is here: www.capryor.com/rolling_mediation/hpc_work.txt
A text file listing the contents of the folder named ‘p_value_tables’ is here:
www.capryor.com/rolling_mediation/p_value_tables.txt
A text file listing the contents of the folder named ‘r_data_compile’ is here:
www.capryor.com/rolling_mediation/r_data_compile.txt
A text file listing the contents of the folder named ‘total_mediation’ is here:
www.capryor.com/rolling_mediation/total_mediation.txt
A text file listing the contents of the folder named ‘gap_detection_in_compiled_data’ is here:
www.capryor.com/rolling_mediation/gap_detection_in_compiled_data.txt

Appendix B: Scripts
Relevant scripts to this thesis should be attached to it, however the following are links to each
referenced script in this thesis. These are also available with the directory structure here:
http://www.capryor.com/rolling_mediation/
B.1 Data processing script
A link to the script create_region_data_files_with_correct_row_and_column_names.txt is here:
www.capryor.com/rolling_mediation/r_data_compile/create_region_data_files_with_corr
ect_row_and_column_names.txt
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B.2 Gap detection script
A link to the script ‘gaps_detection_script.txt’ is here:
www.capryor.com/rolling_mediation/gap_detection_in_compiled_data/gaps_detection_s
cript.txt
B.3 Mediation modeling scripts
A link to the script ‘total_area_mediation.txt’ is here:
www.capryor.com/rolling_mediation/total_mediation/total_area_mediations.txt
A link to the script ‘total_area_mediations_table_graphics.txt’ is here:
www.capryor.com/rolling_mediation/total_mediation/total_area_mediations_table_graphi
cs.txt
A link to the script ‘pbs_job_list.txt’ is here:
www.capryor.com/rolling_mediation/hpc_work/pbs_job_list.txt
A link to the ‘.pbs’ files used to submit jobs to the AHPCC node is here:
www.capryor.com/rolling_mediation/hpc_work/2_week_rolling_mediation_parallels/hpc_
qsub_pbs_parallel_scripts
A link to the scripts that each ‘.pbs’ file uses in their respective jobs is here:
www.capryor.com/rolling_mediation/hpc_work/2_week_rolling_mediation_parallels/medi
ation_loop_scripts_parallel
B.4 P-value scripts
A link to the script ‘p_value_table.txt’ is here:
www.capryor.com/rolling_mediation/p_value_tables/p_value_tables.txt
A link to the script ‘p_value_tables_graphics.txt’ is here:
www.capryor.com/rolling_mediation/p_value_tables/p_value_tables_graphics.txt
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Appendix C: Additional Graphics
C.1 Additional results of the 2-week rolling mediation modeling

Figure A-1 - Branch region, 2-week rolling mediation
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Figure A-2 - Catch region, 2-week rolling mediation
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Figure A-3 - Cobalt Edge region, 2-week rolling mediation
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Figure A-4 - Detorid region, 2-week rolling mediation
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Figure A-5 - Esoteria region, 2-week rolling mediation
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Figure A-6 - Etherium Reach region, 2-week rolling mediation
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Figure A-7 - Feythabolis region, 2-week rolling mediation
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Figure A-8 - Geminate region, 2-week rolling mediation
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Figure A-9 - Immensea region, 2-week rolling mediation
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Figure A-10 - Impass region, 2-week rolling mediation
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Figure A-11 - Insmother region, 2-week rolling mediation
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Figure A-12 - Malpais region, 2-week rolling mediation
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Figure A-13 - Oasa region, 2-week rolling mediation
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Figure A-14 - Omist region, 2-week rolling mediation
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Figure A-15 - Paragon Soul region, 2-week rolling mediation
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Figure A-16 - Period Basis region, 2-week rolling mediation
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Figure A-17 - Perrigen Falls region, 2-week rolling mediation
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Figure A-18 - Providence region, 2-week rolling mediation
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Figure A-19 - Pure Blind region, 2-week rolling mediation
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Figure A-20 - Querious region, 2-week rolling mediation
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Figure A-21 - Scalding Pass region, 2-week rolling mediation
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Figure A-22 - Tenerifis region, 2-week rolling mediation
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Figure A-23 - The Spire region, 2-week rolling mediation
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Figure A-24 - Tribute region, 2-week rolling mediation
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Figure A-25 - Vale of the Silent region, 2-week rolling mediation
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C.2 Additional results of the 4-week rolling mediation modeling

Figure A-26 - Branch region, 4-week rolling mediation
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Figure A-27 - Catch region, 4-week rolling mediation
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Figure A-28 - Cobalt Edge region, 4-week rolling mediation
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Figure A-29 - Detorid region, 4-week rolling mediation
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Figure A-30 - Esoteria region, 4-week rolling mediation
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Figure A-31 - Etherium Reach region, 4-week rolling mediation
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Figure A-32 - Feythabolis region, 4-week rolling mediation
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Figure A-33 - Geminate region, 4-week rolling mediation
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Figure A-34 - Immensea region, 4-week rolling mediation
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Figure A-35 - Impass region, 4-week rolling mediation
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Figure A-36 - Insmother region, 4-week rolling mediation
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Figure A-37 - Malpais region, 4-week rolling mediation
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Figure A-38 - Oasa region, 4-week rolling mediation
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Figure A-39 - Omist region, 4-week rolling mediation
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Figure A-40 - Paragon Soul region, 4-week rolling mediation
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Figure A-41 - Period Basis region, 4-week rolling mediation
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Figure A-42 - Perrigen Falls region, 4-week rolling mediation
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Figure A-43 - Providence region, 4-week rolling mediation
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Figure A-44 - Pure Blind region, 4-week rolling mediation
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Figure A-45 - Querious region, 4-week rolling mediation
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Figure A-46 - Scalding Pass region, 4-week rolling mediation
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Figure A-47 - Tenerifis region, 4-week rolling mediation
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Figure A-48 - The Spire region, 4-week rolling mediation
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Figure A-49 - Tribute region, 4-week rolling mediation
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Figure A-50 - Vale of the Silent region, 4-week rolling mediation
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